
Africa Speaks Continuation Committee 
 14 January 2019 

Present: Modupe Ehirim, Gathuku Kibunga, Edward Elliott, Liz Patten, Tim Welch, and  
Jules Ouoba (sporadically-microphone issues) 

Meeting began via Skype at 2 PM GMT with a devotional on the Lord’s prayer (Matthew 
6:8-13). There is an element of the Great Commission in the Lord’s prayer. The prayer is for 
God’s kingdom to come and for God’s will to be done on earth. God is concerned for the world. 
The “your” requests (your name, your kingdom, your will) come before the “our” requests (our 
daily bread, our debts, our temptations). May Africa Speaks help bring God’s kingdom on earth. 
The devotional was followed by prayer for us based on this passage. 

Africa Sings 
It was exciting to be reminded that Africa Sings was birthed by the Africa Speaks gathering. We 
reviewed Daniel Dama’s activities both in Benin and Ghana and how the Lord is using that to 
bring people together. 

The Africa Speaks web site 
A new website to facilitate community and communication is key to Africa Speak’s future. The 
committee discussed the Ignite Africa Technologies website proposal received from Aaron 
Kakunza. Erik Hersman has yet to respond. Do we wait for another proposal or move forward on 
the one we have?  

Someone shared from an article she had read, saying that developing a web site needs time, 
design skills, technical knowledge and money. It was also mentioned that there are ongoing costs 
after the site is launched.  

We were reminded that Karen Perlman’s husband, Phillip, could be a possibility for developing 
our web site but ideally we’d like an African web developer. The key factors are whether the web 
site is functional and affordable.  

We commented on some of the different Ignite Africa web sites that had been reviewed. We 
wondered if Al Navata who designed our logo (from Tyndale House Publishers) could team up 
with Gathuku to design the site, and perhaps Johnathan Pulos (who has consulted with the 
committee previously) could also provide technical knowledge. Maybe they could serve as 
consultants.  

Someone commented that it would be better to have one person spearhead this project. Gathuku 
is very comfortable with Aaron because he has a good reputation. But we had not really thought 
about the ongoing costs. A web site is like a journey, not a one-time event. [Note: the proposed 
cost for the site is not included in these public minutes. Members of Africa Speaks may ask the 
ConCom for this information.]  



It was felt it would still be best to get a second proposal. Also it is crucial to have a forum, so we 
need to ask Aaron if he has developed web sites with forums. We think it’s important to have a 
developer located close to Gathuku so there can be face-to-face interaction when needed.  

In summary, Aaron’s proposal cost is acceptable, but we need to get a second proposal, and it 
would be best if that person is “local,” someone who can meet with Gathuku as needed. Next, we 
need to ask Aaron about developing a forum [Gathuku volunteered to do this]. Johnathan Pulos 
previously indicated that he is available as a consultant. After some discussion, we decided to 
contact Johnathan and ask him if he would charge a consultancy fee, so we don’t get an 
unexpected surprise at the end. Also, Gathuku will contact Erik again to see if he can suggest 
someone to us. We will try to get a second proposal for the committee by the end of January. 

Media Associates International 
The entire committee values the work of MAI and our relationship with them. It is our desire to 
cooperate in our efforts to develop a flourishing publishing industry in Africa. Reflecting our 
collegial relationship, a committee member met recently with John Maust of MAI. Among other 
things discussed, John mentioned he wasn’t aware that MAI-Africa was developing a database. 
He emphasized the role of MAI-Africa leadership and the importance of Africa Speaks working 
directly with the MAI-Africa Board as we further define the relationship between the two 
organizations.  

A committee member spoke with Rose Birenge (chair of MAI-Africa) about the relationship 
between Africa Speaks and MAI-Africa. She wants to speak of this with her board and then get 
back to us. Jules is a member of both boards, so he can be the “go-between” for us. The 
committee wants him to represent Africa Speaks to MAI-Africa and to communicate that we are 
partners and not in competition with one another. Modupe also volunteered to communicate the 
same with Lekan from Nigeria, who is also on the MAI-Africa board.  

LittWorld Ghana 
MAI-Africa has announced that LittWorld for Africa will be held in Ghana, 4-6 November 2019. 
They received a gift to help with the financing.  

Africa Speaks to meet in Ghana? 
Should the AS ConCom meet in Ghana before or after the Ghana LittWorld? Should we ask to 
make a presentation during it? Perhaps the best way forward is simply to ask MAI-Africa about 
doing a short presentation and see what they think. We can ask Rose about that after the 
upcoming MAI-Africa board meeting.  

We discussed if we as ConCom should meet together sooner than LittWorld Ghana. One 
possibility would be to meet in South Africa before or after the IFES conference there 5-11 July. 
We will keep this in mind as a possibility. 



Growth of the Africa Speaks community 
We have contacted all 15 people who told us at LittWorld [Singapore] that they wanted more 
information about Africa Speaks. Of those 15, three people responded. So one question becomes, 
who is it that actually accepts new members? Do completed membership questionnaires go out to 
everyone who is part of the ConCom? It was recommended that we have two people do this, and 
someone proposed Liz and Ed. Both Liz and Ed accepted this responsibility.  

It was then asked how proactive we should be seeking to expand the Africa Speaks Community. 
The consensus was that we should all be proactive in reaching out to others. We have received 
numerous emails that are very positive toward Africa Speaks.  

How should the ConCom send out information to other AS members about new resources on the 
web site. In other words, how do we encourage one another? Can we send out regular emails to 
the members? Someone suggested that we could contact Rick Denham, from Brazil, who 
attended the Africa Speaks gathering last March. He has experience networking groups and 
perhaps could be asked to take on this responsibility.  

After more discussion, we felt it is good to send regular emails to members in order to get 
information out about Africa Speaks. It was felt that such emails are particularly useful to 
members, especially when they include links to related sites and information. We also concluded 
that we could divide this responsibility among ourselves as ConCom members. We decided to set 
up a calendar regarding who will send out information when. It was pointed out that it would be 
good if we could all send out emails under a common Africa Speaks email address with an Africa 
Speaks signature banner. There is an AS email address that hasn’t been used much, so we could 
use it to set up a group email. 

Magazine Training International 
We will deal with this agenda item next time, since our time is almost finished. 

Next meeting 
We decided to meet again on 4 February, same time. One of us will provide a devotional and 
prayer. We were all sorry that Jules was not able to participate this time with us, due to problems 
with his microphone, but glad that at least he heard everything that was said. 

The meeting closed us in prayer at 4:10 PM GMT.  


